**Intervention Design Card Placemat**

This printed placemat is useful for remembering how to organize the Intervention Design Cards when using them.

“As your team becomes more familiar with the tool, you may not need to use this placemat any longer.

---

**Barrier Theme Card Goes Here**

Start with the card face up - the side with the green outline should be against the table (face down).

Flip card over.

After flipping the card over, you should see the green outline.

---

**Specific Barrier Card Goes Here**

Start with the card face up - you should see the red arrow pointing left.

Flip card over.

After flipping the card over, you should see the green arrow.

---

**Channel Card Goes Here**

Start with the card face up - the side with the green outline should be against the table (face down).

Flip card over.

After flipping the card over, you should see the green outline.

---

**Influencer Card Goes Here**

Start with the card face up - the side with the green outline should be against the table (face down).

Flip card over.

After flipping the card over, you should see the green outline.

---

You can place the Intervention Idea Card here after you've selected your top idea from the collection of options.